
 

 

WAY TO WEALTH CREATION 
The main difference between an AVERAGE INVESTOR and a SUCCESSFUL INVESTOR is that successful 
investors plan proactively for the uncertain future and invest accordingly. Investors who fall victim to the PENNY 

WISE, POUND POOR mentality are blinded by the short-term savings, and lose focus of the big picture of retaining 
income-producing assets and creating long-term wealth. Different investors follow different approaches when they 

deal with portfolio construction. Your investment objectives, time horizon and individual personality help to 

determine your risk tolerance and ideal asset allocation. Once you know your appropriate target asset allocation, you 
can invest in various asset classes to construct a diversified portfolio of investments to help meet your needs. We 

have extracted from an article by Mahesh Trivedi (Financial Advisor) from 3
rd

 July edition of Divya Bhaskar, the 

following four approaches  to portfolio management: 

The Holy-cow Approach: An individual following this approach treat his investment like holy cows, which are 

never to be sold for slaughter. This holy cow approaches may pay well in the long run. Saving for retirement or 

children education/marriage should ideally have a time frame of 15-20 years to invest in asset class providing returns 
in the range of 12-15% annually on an average. Also, while allocating his hard earned savings, one should not 

depend on the historical return but the expected return from a particular asset class.  

The Pig-Farmer Approach: The pig-farmer on the other hand, knows that pigs are meant for slaughter. Similarly, 

investors adopting this approach buy and sell his investments as fast as pigs are raised and slaughtered. An investor 

should keep a close watch on his investments, reallocating his capital whenever required. Investors should develop 
the art of cutting losses early and let the winners grow. P igs become pork and equity become hard cash.  

The Rice-Miller Approach: The rice miller buys paddy feverishly in the market during the season, then mills, hoards 

and sells the rice slowly over an extended period depending on price movements. His success lies in his skills in 
buying and selling, and his financial capacity to hold stocks. Similarly, an investor following this approach gra bs the 

share at the right price, takes a position, holds on to it, and liquidates slowly. Investors with 5-10 years time horizon 
should follow this approach.  

The Woolen-Trader Approach: The woolen-trader buys wool over a period of time, prepare woolen clothes all 

through the year but sells them quickly during the winter season. An investor following this strategy keeps buying 
strategically over a period of time but sells quickly, and exits. 

 

 


